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No compensation in the case of connecting flight cancellation under Regulation No. 261/2004
Anna Konert*

Abstract
This article refers to the question whether under the provisions of the Regulation
(EC) No. 261/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 February
2004 establishing common rules on compensation and assistance to passengers in the
event of denied boarding and of cancellation or long delay of flights, and repealing
Regulation (EEC) No. 295/911, a passenger of a cancelled flight should receive compensation due to a change that concerned another section of their journey, which
takes place pursuant to a separate contract made with a different carrier and is not
related to the contract for that part of their journey with respect to which the first
flight was cancelled.

Introduction
If a flight delay leads to a passenger missing a connecting flight, and their delay at
the final destination is 3 hours or more, then that passenger has a valid claim for
compensation. However, their flight plans need to have been made under one booking for this to apply. If a passenger has booked all legs of their journey with one single booking, then an airline must offer alternative transportation as soon as possible.
But what happens when a passenger has booked their flights separately with different airlines and part of their journey is delayed or cancelled?
Should the passenger of a cancelled flight receive compensation due to a change
that concerned another section of their journey, which takes place pursuant to a
separate contract made with a different carrier and is not in any way related to the
contract for another part of their journey?
The goal of this article is to analyze a decision made by the Polish Supreme Court on
February 24 2014, the provisions of Regulation No. 261/2004 and national law in light
of the abovementioned issue.

Main Heading
On February 24 2014, Poland’s Supreme Court published its reasoning in the case
W.C. vs. LOT Polish Airlines2. The court held that passengers were not entitled to
compensation under art. 12 of EU Regulation No. 261/2004 if said passengers incurred costs resulting from a change in the time of their flight, with the change concerning another section of their journey which takes place pursuant to a separate
contract made with a different carrier, and is not related to the contract for that
part of the journey with respect to which the first flight was cancelled. The goal of
this article is to analyze this judgment, the provisions of Regulation No. 261/2004
and the Polish Civil Code in light of the abovementioned issue.
*Profesor in Aviation Law, Director of the Institute of Air and Space Law, Dean of the Faculty of Law,
Lazarski University in Warsaw (a.konert@lazarski.edu.pl ), Attorney at Law.
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The facts of the case were as follows – the claimant was to fly from Warsaw to Detroit based on two separate flight contracts, one made with PLL LOT S.A. for a flight
from Warsaw to Chicago, and the other one with UNITED Airlines for a flight from
Chicago to Detroit. The Warsaw-Chicago flight was cancelled on 13 April 2013. The
claimant had their ticked booked for this flight for a long time, and was informed
about the cancellation of the flight on 21 March 2013. Her next flight from Chicago
was purchased separately from an American airline, and she had to change her booking after LOT had cancelled its flight, meaning that she had to pay extra.
The Regional Court in Warsaw (later referred to as W.), having heard the appeal filed
by the defendant, Polskie Linie Lotnicze LOT S.A. in W. against the judgment of the
District Court in W. dated 25 February 2014, amended that judgment by way of the
judgment of the Regional Court dated 23 September 2014, in that the Court dismissed W.C.’s claim for compensation for the difference paid between the price
originally paid by the claimant, before the change in the date of flight with the
American airline, and the final price, caused by the cancellation of the flight by the
defendant.
The claim was dismissed as the second instance court recognized that as the provisions of Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 apply, the passenger is not entitled to compensation if they were informed about the cancellation of a flight at least two weeks
prior to its planned departure time (art. 5(1)(c)(i)). The Regional Court did not agree
with the position of the court of first instance on art. 12 of the Regulation, which
paves the way for claiming further compensation, as the Regional Court believes that
this provision first and foremost supplements the compensation over what the passenger is eligible for in line with the Regulation’s tariff.
According to art. 5 para. 1 lit. c i of EU Regulation No. 261/2004, in case of cancellation of a flight, the passengers concerned shall have the right to compensation by
the operating air carrier amounting to EUR 250, 400 or 600 unless they are informed
of the cancellation at least two weeks before the scheduled time of departure.3
Art. 12, entitled “Further compensation”, states that the Regulation shall apply
without prejudice to a passenger's rights to further compensation. The compensation
granted under this Regulation may be deducted from such compensation.
The Supreme Court, in the matter lodged by way of a complaint by W.C. to confirm
the non-compliance with the law of the legally binding and enforceable judgment of
the Regional Court in W. dated 23 September 2014 and filed by W.C. against Polskie
Linie Lotnicze LOT S.A. in W. for payment, having considered the matter at an in
camera session at the Civil Chamber on 24 February 2016, decided to dismiss the
complaint.
As the carrier informed the passenger about the flight’s cancellation three weeks
before the planned flight date, no obligations mentioned in EU Regulation No.
261/2004 were incurred by the carrier, including the obligation to pay so-called flatrate compensation for a cancelled flight. In this context, the Supreme Court noted
that so-called further compensation under art. 12 was not applicable.
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The Supreme Court was correct to state that contracts made at different dates by
the claimant were confirmed by separate tickets, and therefore constituted two separate journeys, and the defendant was not liable for the proper course of the second
journey. Despite this, the claimant believed that she should be compensated the
price difference as reimbursement for costs that she had to incur by changing the
flight date to another date, doing so due to the fact that the original flight from W.
to Chicago was cancelled.
As noted by the Supreme Court, this provision may be understood as the entitlement
to compensation that exceeds the value specified as a flat-rate in art. 7 of the Regulation; therefore, it may only be applied if the passenger is eligible for primary compensation, whose amount may be deducted from such compensation (art. 12 (1), second sentence of the Regulation), or it might mean the ability to enforce claims pursuant to art. 471 et seq. of the Polish Civil Code, which waives this position.
The Supreme Court relied on two earlier judgments passed by the European Court of
Justice (ECJ): in the case C-63/09 from 6 May 2010 and the case C- 83/10 from 13
October 2011, claiming that the reasoning in these judgments shows a link between
further compensation and liability prescribed in the Regulation. The second judgment indeed refers to the issue of “further compensation”.
A literal interpretation of art. 12 of Regulation No. 261/2004 indicates that the word
“further” must be interpreted as “exceeding the legal framework of Regulation No.
261/2004”. This provision satisfies the principle of full restitution for loss, which is
present in the majority of legal systems, and, as the Court notes, serves to supplement solutions provided for in Regulation No. 261/2004 in a way that passengers receive compensation for all losses incurred by them as a result of an air carrier infringing on their contractual obligations. The word “further” is an indication that the
passengers may claim supplementary compensation pursuant to provisions of law
separate from the provisions arising out of Regulation No. 261/2004. However, it is
difficult to see a connection between the ECJ judgement of 06 May 2010 C-63/09 and
the subject matter – the judgement does not mention the issue of compensation under Regulation No. 261/2004 at all, it only concerns the notion of damage within the
meaning of the Montreal Convention of 1999.
Recently, the Voivodship Administrative Court in Warsaw (judgment of 29 October
20154) held that passengers are entitled to compensation if they missed their connecting flight as a consequence of a delay in their first flight. However, the situation
is different in that firstly, the contract was actually performed (though delayed),
and secondly, both flights were treated as a single contract made with one air carrier.
Had the passenger booked both flights at the same time and with the same carrier or
under code-share, and should both flights be treated as one contract for a journey
with subsequent means of transportation, consideration could be given to determine
whether the passenger is entitled to compensation. A standard causal link would
take place, then. We would treat this situation as cancelling part of a flight (a section of the journey) only. When cancelling one section of a journey, the carrier
should be aware of the fact that the passenger could miss another section of their
journey. And vice versa. As the Supreme Court holds, there is no standard causal link
between flights performed by different air carriers based on separate contracts. The
carrier had no knowledge of any other journeys that the passenger had planned.
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In the proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE
COUNCIL amending Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 establishing common rules on compensation and assistance to passengers in the event of denied boarding and of cancellation or long delay of flights and Regulation (EC) No 2027/97 on air carrier liability in respect of the carriage of passengers and their baggage by air 5, we find a partial solution to this problem. Namely, the proposal confirms that passengers that
miss a flight connection because their previous flight was delayed have the right to
care (to be provided by the operating air carrier of the missed flight which is best
positioned to provide this care) and, under certain circumstances, the right to compensation (to be provided by the air carrier operating the delayed flight as it was at
the origin of the total delay).6 However, such rights would only apply where the connecting flights are part of a single contract of carriage as in the case that the air carriers concerned have committed to and are aware of the intended connection between the flights. The air carriers retain the right to agree on distributing costs between themselves (art. 1 (6) of the proposal – art. 6a of the amended Regulation
(EC) No. 261/2004). The article refers to missed connection flights, but one could
assume that a maiori ad minus this rule could also apply to cancellations.
The other argument for the Polish Supreme Court’s reasoning could lie in the interpretation of the term “flight”. According to the ECJ and Federal Court of Justice in
Germany, the concept of “flight” within the meaning of the Regulation must be essentially interpreted as an air transport operation, a unit of such transport performed by an air carrier which fixes its itinerary. It follows that an outward and return journey cannot be regarded as a single flight. The fact that the outward and
return flights are the subject of a single booking has no effect on the interpretation
of that provision (see Emirates v Schenkel).7
In the matter considered by the Polish Supreme Court, the contract was not performed. It could be adopted that informing the passenger about the cancellation of a
flight two weeks in advance should be treated as the air carrier’s withdrawal from
said contract. The contract is treated as if it had not been made, and whatever performances the parties may have rendered to one another should be returned.

It must be considered whether withdrawal from a contract within the meaning of
Regulation No. 261/2004 in Poland should be governed by regulations on the withdrawal from a mutual agreement regulated in the country’s Civil Code. According to
art. 494 (1) of the Civil Code, the party that withdraws from a mutual agreement is
obliged to return to the other party everything that the given party gained under
that agreement, and the other party is obliged to accept it. The party that withdraws from the agreement may not only demand the reimbursement of the performances rendered, but they may also demand that the loss incurred due to such failure to perform an obligation be remedied, on general terms. Therefore, even if we
assumed that it is not possible to claim so-called further compensation under art.
471 of the Civil Code read together with art. 12 of Regulation No. 261/2004, would
the passenger be able to claim reimbursement for the costs of changing her journey
plan with another carrier on the general terms governing the remedying of a loss incurred due to the failure to perform an obligation, read together with art. 494 (1) of
the Civil Code?
On one hand, the argument for such an interpretation could be the very objective of
Regulation No. 261/2004 itself, i.e. strengthening the protection of passengers’
rights.
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On the other hand, according to the statement of grounds to a decision of the Supreme Court dated 21 August 2014 III CZP 44/14, the provisions of national law
should be applied with care regarding air travel contracts, especially due to the fact
that they are regulated in separate provisions. Therefore, it seems that the consequences of withdrawing from a carriage contract should only arise from the provisions of the Regulation itself. Moreover, the notion of withdrawal from an agreement
varies in each EU Member State. Therefore, if we were to use the interpretation of a
withdrawal from an agreement arising out of individual national laws, it could be
interpreted as an infringement of the rule of legal certainty, and as being contrary to
legislator’s intentions since the very core for creating provisions on the protection of
air passengers rights is the overall standardization of these provisions.

Conclusions
The application of EU passenger rights rules has improved since their entry into
force, however, we have reached a point where a revision of the legislation itself is
necessary to ensure that passenger rights are protected in practice.8 As already noted, the proposal for a Regulation amending Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 foresees a
solution in the event of a missed flight connection due to a delay in the previous
flight under which the passenger has the right to care and, under certain circumstances, the right to compensation. However, there is no clear solution for a situation where a passenger incurs costs due to changing the time of their flight, which
concerns another section of their journey and takes place pursuant to a separate
contract made with a different carrier, and is not related to the contract for that
part of their journey with respect to which the first flight has been cancelled. According to Polish Supreme Court, the passenger does not have the right to compensation in such a case. The determining factor here should be the presence of a normal
causal link. The rulings of the Supreme Court are binding only if the appellate court
asks a question of law on the issue that raises doubts. Then, the legal view expressed
in the resolution of the Supreme Court is binding on the court in this specific case.
Other judgments of the Supreme Court are not formally binding for the lower courts.
However, in practice, a lower courts always apply Supreme Court judgments in similar cases – unless they are very strong arguments to the contrary. As one can see, the
trend is still the same in Poland – jurisprudence’s position has not changed since this
decision in 2014.
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Wet Lease: Convenience Comes at a Cost
Synopsis of the Relevant Rules in the European Union
Jacomo Restellini*

Abstract
Wet lease offers many advantages and, therefore, attracts more and more airlines
around the world. However, this model also involves significant drawbacks. Beside
its high price, it does not go without creating concerns in terms of safety, job security and competition. From a safety perspective, some airlines are tempted to rent
aircraft from ‘trash airlines’, often much cheaper, thus creating a safety risk for
passengers. From a social perspective, the use of the lessor’s cabin crews runs the
risk of salary dumping in the country in which the aircraft operates. Also, in specific
circumstances, wet leasing may be viewed as a creation of a dominant position by
the lessee, leading to a distortion of the competition market. This paper starts by
defining the model of wet lease; analyzing its main characteristics. It then goes over
the legal framework in place to mitigate the above-mentioned concerns.

Introduction
The acquisition of an aircraft requires substantial capital investment, in particular
because of the significant cost of most airplanes. Therefore, direct ownership is often unattractive for airlines who prefer to use other forms of acquisition such as
‘leasing’. In addition to offering greater flexibility for airlines, leasing requires lowcapital investment.1
Leasing mainly takes two forms: ‘financial leasing’ and ‘operational leasing’. Financial leasing is characterized by the fact that the lessor remains the legal owner of
the aircraft, even though the economic risks associated with the aircraft are transferred to the lessee for the duration of the contract. As a consequence, the lessee
can include the depreciation of the aircraft in its balance sheet. At the end of the
contract, the lessee directly becomes the owner of the aircraft or can exercise a
purchase option. Operational leasing, on the other hand, is marked by a shorter term
and the fact that the lessor retains the economic risk associated with the aircraft,
including its depreciation value. The aircraft is not included in the lessee's balance
sheet and is returned to the lessor at the end of the contract.2
Operational leasing can be divided into two main sub-categories: ‘dry lease’ and
‘wet lease’. The former consists of the simple provision of an aircraft without crew
and insurance. The later consists of a turnkey contract including the aircraft, crew,
maintenance and insurance.3

*Senior Associate at Lenz & Staehelin Switzerland, Advanced LL.M. in Air and Space Law Leiden
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In 2005, the European Commission estimated that of the total EU fleet of 5,081 aircraft, 60% were under operational lease; with 6.6% under wet lease.4 Since then, wet
leasing has been attracting more and more European airlines, not only for short term
rentals, but also for long term rentals, which is a new trend. The wet lease market is
expected to grow by around 10% between now and 2022.5
The growing interest of airlines for wet leasing deserves a special attention. This
article starts by presenting the main characteristics of wet leases; analyzing some
typical provisions of such contracts. Then, it sketches the contours of the European
legal framework governing wet leases, in particular with regard to safety issues. Finally, the article briefly addresses the issue of competition law, since recent decisions from European national competition authorities suggest that wet lease could,
under certain circumstances, raise competition concerns.

THE WET LEASE MODEL
Characteristics of a Wet Lease
A wet lease is a contract between two airlines that typically runs for a short period;
not more than six months to a year. Under a wet lease, the lessor provides the lessee
with an aircraft and its crew, as well as technical maintenance and insurance coverage. This against payment of a rent by the lessee. Wet lease is often referred to as
‘ACMI’, for “Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance and Insurance”.6 When the crew is not
made available to the lessee, the contract is referred to as ‘damp lease’ or ‘AMI’ for
“Aircraft, Maintenance, and Insurance”.7
Airlines generally use wet lease contracts in specific circumstances, such as making
up for the lack of an aircraft in technical maintenance, coping with a seasonal increase in passengers, assessing the potential of a new flight route or obtaining an
interim lift prior to taking delivery of new fleet aircraft.8
In a wet lease contract, the aircraft is operated under the ‘AOC’ (Air Operator Certificate) of the lessor which must also hold an ‘operating licence’ inherent to its status of air carrier.9 This means that the lessor has the ‘operational control’ of the aircraft i.e. the authority to assess whether safety conditions are met to start a flight
and determine the assignment of its cabin crew. The pilot has total discretion over
the control of the aircraft as well as the cabin crew and passengers that the lessee
must accept.10 The lessee, for its part, has the ‘commercial control’ of the aircraft
and decides on its use. As such, the lessee sells the aircraft’s seats on its own account, provides the flight number and holds the traffic rights.11
It is usually the lessor’s responsibility to position the aircraft at the right time and at
the agreed location. The lessor must also provide parts for maintenance, prove the
lessee that all the necessary insurances have been subscribed and ensure that the
crew members will follow the lessee's instructions.12 On the other hand, the lessee
ensures the payment of the costs of fuel, landing, parking and storage of the aircraft. The lessee is also responsible for the costs of accommodation, meals and visas
for the crew as well as insurance for passengers, baggage and freight.13
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Differences with Dry Leasing
Dry leasing is a simpler form of operational leasing which is generally used for longer
periods of time. Under a dry lease contract, only the aircraft is made available to
the lessee, with the crew being provided by the lessee itself.14 Similarly, both commercial control and operational control belong to the lessee. The leased aircraft is
therefore operated through the lessee's AOC, that is, operational control, and the
lessee decides on the use of the aircraft, that is, commercial control.15

Difference with Charter Contract
In a charter contract, a ‘charterer operator’ makes an aircraft and crew available to
a lessee, under the instructions of the lessee, for one or more operations.16 A charter
contract is therefore similar to a wet lease contract, with the difference that the
lessee is not an airline, but rather a tour operator, and the lessee does not hold its
own operating licenses and permits. The aircraft is operated under the licenses and
permits of the charter operator.17

Advantages and Disadvantages of a Wet Lease
Wet leasing can be advantageous in certain circumstances. For the lessee, it allows a
temporary increase in capacity without increasing the fleet and crew. Furthermore,
given its quick implementation, a wet lease can also make it possible to anticipate
the access of competitors to new routes. For the lessor, wet leasing guarantees additional activity during off-peak periods and expands indirectly the presence into new
markets without incurring commercial costs.18
Nonetheless, wet lease can pose a number of problems in practice, in particular for
the lessee. There may be circumstances where:
•
•
•
•
•

the aircraft is delivered with a delay, obliging the lessee to cancel flights;
the lessor runs out of spare parts at the place of operation, constraining the
aircraft to remain on the ground;
the lessor's crew carries an excessive number of luggage items causing inconvenience for the passengers;
the aircraft is used by the lessor for other airlines notwithstanding the contractual exclusivity; or
the lessor purchases fuel and other supplies at non-competitive prices and reinvoices them to the lessee.

When such litigious situations occur, the forum elected in the contract, most of the
time abroad, makes it difficult for the lessee to bring legal proceedings.19
From a safety perspective, the State of registry often encounters difficulties in ensuring supervision of the leased aircraft since the aircraft usually operates in remote
airspace over which it does not have jurisdiction.20 Indeed, Article 83bis of the 1944
Chicago Convention offers the possibility for the State of registry to delegate its
safety supervision obligations to the State in which the lessor has its principal place
of business or, if it has no such place of business, its permanent residence. However,
this provision finds its limits in case of a wet lease.
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First, because there is in principle a coincidence between the State where the lessor
has its principal place of business and the State of registry of the aircraft, which
makes the application of Article 83bis of the Chicago Convention useless.21 Second,
because in the rare situations where there is a discrepancy between the State of registry and the State where the lessor has its principal place of business, Article 83bis
is not adapted to the short term wet lease situation given the substantial time required to set up the transfer, that is, long negotiations between the States concerned.22

Additional Elements
In a wet lease, the lessee must be an airline with its own operating licence. 23 In order to obtain such a licence, an EU based airline must demonstrate, inter alia, that
it has one or more aircraft at its disposal through ownership or a dry lease agreement
(Article 4 let. c) Reg. 1008/2008). Therefore, an airline cannot rely exclusively on a
wet lease model at the risk of losing its operating licence and no longer being allowed to carry passengers for remuneration.
When a wet lease is in place, passengers booking a flight with airline ‘X’ finally find
themselves transported by an aircraft of airline ‘Y’. In order to avoid confusion and
to allow passengers to make their choices in full knowledge of the facts, Article 11 of
Regulation n° 2111/2005 requires passengers to be informed of the identity of the
“operating air carrier” i.e. the lessee must inform passengers of the identity of the
lessor.24

Concluding Remarks
The wet lease model appears to be a favorable short-term solution for an airline, in
particular because of its quick implementation and the flexibility it offers. That being said, given the complexity of the contractual structure of a wet lease contract,
the parties should endeavor to precisely define the tasks incumbent on each of them
in order to avoid dispute in the performance of the contract. The following chapter
will give some examples of typical provisions in a wet lease agreement, specifying
which obligations fall upon the lessor and the lessee.

TYPICAL PROVISIONS OF A WET LEASE AGREEMENT
Rent
In a wet lease agreement, the rent is usually calculated on the basis of guaranteed
minimum monthly hours called “block hours”, which must be paid in advance by the
lessee, e.g. 200 block hours per month. Each block hour corresponds to a fixed
amount, e.g. 2,000 Euros per block hour.25 The more the lessee commits to a longterm contract, the lower the hourly rate of a block is. Hours of use in excess of the
guaranteed minimum monthly hours are paid as overtime, usually at a lower hourly
rate. Most of the time, a compensation system is set up so that if the lessee exceeds
the guaranteed minimum monthly hours, overtime can be compensated by unused
block hours from previous months.26
“The actual Block Hours performed by the Lessee will be averaged on a [quarterly]
basis and the Basic Rent and Extra Block Hour Rent paid with respect to such period
shall be reconciled and adjusted accordingly” (emphasis added).27
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Maintenance
A wet lease agreement usually provides that maintenance is carried out directly by
the lessor. Indeed, the lessor undertakes to provide an aircraft that is properly maintained in an airworthy condition and to operate it in accordance with all applicable
rules.28

In the EU, Regulation 1321/2014 provides that in the case of commercial air
transport, the operator is responsible for the continuing airworthiness of the aircraft.29 For long-term wet leases or when the distance between the parties is significant, maintenance is sometimes carried out directly by the lessee or one of its subcontractors. In such cases, the lessor remains ultimately responsible for the maintenance.30
“[Lessor’s name], pursuant to its statutory and regulatory obligations as the certificate holder, shall have complete and exclusive responsibility for the operation,
maintenance and safety of the Aircraft, and for compliance with all applicable Legal
Requirements of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the ownership, operation and maintenance of the Aircraft and the ACMI Services to be provided hereunder” (emphasis added).31

Liability
According to Articles 40 and 45 of the 1999 Montreal Convention (MC), the
‘contracting carrier’ and the ‘actual carrier’ are jointly and severally liable for damages for which compensation may be claimed under the MC. Towards third parties,
an action for damages may be brought, at the discretion of the plaintiff, against the
actual carrier or the contracting carrier, or against both together or separately. It
being specified that in a wet lease, the lessor is deemed to be the ‘actual carrier’
and the lessee the ‘contracting carrier’.31
Notwithstanding the legal principle of joint and several liability, some lease agreements provide that the lessee contractually waive any recourse action against the
lessor and guarantee the lessor against any claim for compensation. According to
Chassot, this contractual transfer of the transport risk to the contracting carrier reflects the strong position of the lessor’s vis-à-vis lessees who are often in a hurry to
quickly remedy operational contingencies.33
“Notwithstanding the foregoing, [Lessor’s name] indemnification obligations herein
(…) are limited to the kinds and amounts of insurance [Lessor’s name] agrees to provide herein, unless such insurance coverage is unavailable through the fault of
[Lessor’s name], and except to the extent such obligations arise from the gross negligence or willful misconduct of [Lessor’s name] or its agents or employees” (emphasis added).34

Insurance
A wet lease agreement provides for the obligation of each party to take out insurance to cover the risks it is responsible for. The lessor generally insures the aircraft
body and liability toward third parties on the surface. The lessee often insures the
damage suffered by passengers, their baggage or goods.35 A certificate of insurance
coverage must be provided by each party indicating that the insurances are in force.
Said certificates specify policy numbers, expiry dates and limits of liability.
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“The Party procuring the insurance hereunder shall provide to the other Party hereto prior to the commencement of operations a certificate from the insurers that
such insurance is in effect. These certificates shall state policy numbers, dates of
expiration, and limits of liability thereunder” (emphasis added).36

Concluding Remarks
Unlike the sale of aircraft, there is no standard wet lease contract offered by IATA or
other organizations.37 The provisions of a wet lease agreement are unique and mainly
depend on the will of the parties and the nature of the services they wish to implement. In any case, the parties will have to attach particular importance to the dispute resolution provision. Indeed, a forum elected in a foreign country with failing or
complacent state courts may, for instance, make it difficult for the lessee to bring
legal proceedings. In this context, the establishment of an independent arbitration
court based in a third country and composed of arbitrators specialized in aviation
law may be an appropriate solution to ensure greater speed of process and competence than a state court.

APPROVAL OF THE AUTHORITIES UNDER EUROPEAN LAW

EU Legal Regime
European law contains specific rules applicable to wet lease contracts; the purpose
of which is essentially to control the safety aspect of aircraft leasing. Two Regulations are mainly applicable to wet leases: Regulation n° 1008/2008 and Regulation
n° 859/2008.

Between Two EU Airlines
When two European airlines wish to conclude a wet lease contract, the principle of
freedom of operation applies, subject to the observance of safety rules. 38 Indeed,
according to Regulation n°1008/2008, “Community air carriers may freely operate
wet-leased aircraft registered within the Community except where this would lead to
endangering safety” (Article 13 § 1). In this context, the lessee, and only the lessee,
is responsible for obtaining a prior safety approval “in accordance with applicable
Community or national law on aviation safety”.39
Said approval is issued by the competent authority of the State in which the lessee's
principal place of business is situated.40 The competent authority approves the wet
lease agreement after ensuring that the lessor meets continuing airworthiness requirements and air operations in accordance with applicable European rules.41

Between an EU airline and a non-EU airline
Potential Situations
When one of the two airlines do not fall under European jurisdiction but is an extraEuropean airline, two situations must be distinguished. Those are discussed in sub
sections below.
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EU lessor and non-EU lessee
The first situation is where the lessor is a European airline and the lessee is not from
the European Union. In such a situation, European law does not require any approval
and control of the operation is left to foreign national law.42
Non-EU lessor and EU lessee
The second situation is where the lessor is a non-European airline and the lessee is a
European airline. In this situation, European law is applicable and introduces a protectionist approach. Indeed, in addition to the prior safety approval provided for in
Article 13 § 2, the lessee must apply for a “prior approval for the operation from the
competent licensing authority”.43 For such approval to be granted, the operation
must not only meet safety criteria, but also restrictive economic expediency.44
From a safety perspective, the lessee shall demonstrate that:
•
•
•

the non-EU airline holds a valid AOC issued in accordance with ICAO Annex 6;
the non-EU airline safety standards are equivalent to those imposed by EU law;
and
the aircraft has a standard Certificate of Airworthiness (CofA) issued in accordance with ICAO Annex 8 of the Chicago Convention.45

From an economic expediency perspective, the lessee shall demonstrate that one of
the following needs exists:
•

•

•

an exceptional need such as a special oversized cargo or a need for additional
capacity for the prospection of new markets. If so, the lease is granted for a
maximum of 7 months and may be extended once for a new period of 7
months maximum.46
a seasonal capacity need which cannot be met by wet leasing an aircraft in the
European Union (EU). Such situations may occur when there is no suitable aircraft on the EU market. If so, the approval is granted for one or more seasons
and may be renewed.47
a need to overcome operational difficulties and it is not possible or reasonable
to lease an aircraft registered within the EU. This will be the case, for example, in the event of a breakdown or mechanical incident bringing the aircraft
to a standstill. In such a case, the approval is granted for the time necessary
to overcome the operating difficulty.48

Even if the above conditions are met, the competent authority may refuse to grant
its approval if there is no reciprocity as regards wet leasing between the Member
State concerned and the third country where the wet-leased aircraft is registered
(Article 14 § 4 of Regulation n° 1008/2008).

Concluding Remarks
The regulatory system set up by the European Union puts EU and non-EU airline on
an equal footing when it comes to safety. The requirement for non-EU airlines to
meet European safety standards certainly increases passenger safety by preventing
these airlines from flying on aircraft that do not comply with European safety standards.
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From an economic perspective, the exhaustive list of situations in which EU airlines
can call on non-EU airlines and the principle of reciprocity reflect the protectionist
nature of European law on wet leasing with third countries. Although this practice
certainly prevents the expansion of a free market for wet leasing, it nevertheless
protects European aircraft personnel from certain abuses such as salary dumping.

COMPETITION LAW ISSUES
General Context
At first glance, competition law has little to do with wet lease. However, two recent
decisions of European national competition authorities, in Germany and England respectively, suggest that in certain wet leases, the contracting parties would be well
advised to seek the approval of the competition authorities (in addition to the safety
approval).
In these two decisions, the national competition authorities have considered whether, by means of the wet lease, the lessee took over the lessor's market position and
thereby acquired a dominant position.

Germany: Lufthansa/Air Berlin Case
In 2016, Lufthansa and Air Berlin entered into a wet lease agreement for the rental
of 38 aircraft (Airbus A319 and A320) over a period of 6 years, including a renewal
option. The 38 aircraft were all dry leased by Air Berlin from third parties. Prior to
the wet lease, the transaction provided that Lufthansa would dry lease 10 aircraft
and sub-lease them to Air Berlin and acquire 15 aircraft to dry lease them to Air Berlin. The remaining 13 aircraft would continue to be dry leased by Air Berlin from
third parties. The transaction neither involved the transfer of slots nor the transfer
of contractual relationships of Air Berlin's customers. Also, the transaction did not
cover the transfer of specific routes previously operated by Air Berlin.
In a nutshell, the German “Bundeskartellamt” decided that the transaction could
potentially create a dominant position of Lufthansa on the market in so far as (i) the
wet lease could be considered as an acquisition of part of Air Berlin by Lufthansa (ii)
a 6-year lease period was exceptionally long and (iii) the lease of 38 aircraft represented a significant part of Air Berlin’s fleet - almost a quarter - thus strengthening
Lufthansa's position on the market for flights to and from Germany.
In the case at hand, however, the “Bundeskartellamt” considered that Lufthansa did
not take over Air Berlin’s market position and thereby acquired a dominant position,
in particular because no transfer of slots, routes and customers between Air Berlin
and Lufthansa was part of the transaction.49

England: Aer Lingus/CityJet Case
At the beginning of 2018, CityJet decided to cease its flight operations and focus
solely on wet leasing. In this context, Aer Lingus and CityJet entered into a framework agreement providing for (i) the wet lease of several CityJet aircraft, (ii) the
loan to Aer Lingus of CitiyJet slots (between LCY and DUB), for the duration of the
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contract, and (iii) the automatic transfer to Aer Lingus of customers who had already
booked a CitiyJet flight from LCY to DUB.50
The British Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) considered that the transaction
had to be treated as a merger.51 In essence, the CMA argued that the combination of
a wet lease agreement with a transfer of slots and customers on a particular route
amounted to Aer Lingus taking over the market position of CityJet, referring to the
principle of economic continuity. Through this operation, Aer Lingus acquired the
ability to control price, quality of service and timing of operations, which were previously controlled by CityJet. The CMA considered that the transaction was likely to
have an impact on the competitive structure of the air market between London and
Dublin. After the operation, Aer Lingus became the only airline to operate on this
route.
In this case, the CMA nevertheless accepted the transaction considering that (i) if no
merger had taken place, CityJet would have ceased to provide scheduled flights between LCY and DUB in any case; CityJet had indeed decided to cease its flight operations, (ii) no other airline would have had the ability or strategic intent to enter
into an agreement with CityJet and provide scheduled passenger services on the LCYDUB route, and (iii) the transaction did not create a more anti-competitive result
than if CityJet had simply withdrawn from the LCY-DUB route.52

Concluding Remarks
A short-term wet lease of a limited number of aircraft is unlikely to be considered a
prohibited concentration in most European jurisdictions. That being said, Burnside
and De Backer consider that the contracting parties must be particularly vigilant
when the wet lease (i) covers all or a large part of an airline's fleet (e.g. a quarter),
(ii) is of long duration, (iii) includes the transfer of slots to the lessee, even temporarily, and (iv) involves the transfer of contracts or customer files to the lessee.
In such cases, the transaction should be reported to the national competition authority, which could, as the case may be, prohibit the transaction. In this context, the
parties may decide to provide for the approval of the competent competition authority as a condition precedent to the entry into force of the wet lease.53

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
On July 2014, the McDonnell Douglas MD-83 of the Spanish airline Swiftair, wet
leased to Air Algérie, crashed between Ouagadougou and Alger killing all 116 passengers and crew on board. On May 2018, the Boeing 737 of the Mexican company Global
Air wet leased to Cubana de Aviación, which had been forced to ground its fleet of
Antonov An-158s due to a lack of spare parts, crashed shortly after take-off from Havana, killing 112 of the 113 occupants of the aircraft.54 Although these disasters were
essentially due to human error, they potentially suggest that the wet lease model
consists in the lease of ‘trash planes’ by unscrupulous airlines, which has probably
not helped the reputation of this business model in the aviation industry.
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However, after this brief overview of the applicable rules, it appears that European
legislation has made it possible to alleviate safety risks by imposing safety approvals.
Furthermore, whilst the protectionist system put in place for wet leases involving
non-EU countries certainly prevents the expansion of a free market for wet leasing,
it remains a good option to avoid salary dumping on the European leasing market. As
for the system of joint and several liability provided for in the Montreal Convention
between the lessor and the lessee, the provision offers appreciable security for passengers since these have the possibility to bring action against either the lessor or
the actual carrier, that is, the lessor, or the contracting carrier, that is, the lessee,
or against both together or separately.
At the EU level, there is no precedent in which the European Commission's Directorate General for Competition has considered a wet lease to fall within its merger
control.55 That being said, a new trend towards long-term wet leases, taking into
account competition law concerns, seems to be taking hold in some European countries. As a consequence, airlines will have to be increasingly vigilant since long duration of a wet lease contract may lead competition authorities to consider the agreement as a prohibited concentration.
___________________________________
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International Space Law and Turkey
Serap Zuvin*
Onur Can Ucarer**

Origins
When giving advice about law, the first thing a lawyer keeps in mind should be the
jurisdiction in which that certain act is taking place. All the legislation, rules, procedures or customs have jurisdictional boundaries. So, in a world where every new
technologic innovation is exceeding the boundaries of humankind, which rules govern
the outer world? What are the rights and obligations of the States on Earth regarding
exploring or possibly even colonizing outer world? And how does a developing country
such as Turkey find its place in this dynamic environment?
Although some of the aspects of possible rules governing the outer world were discussed in the early 20th century1, this issue became much more relevant after 1950s
when humans became able to travel to space and reach to the moon or even planets.
Therefore, the then newly established United Nations (UN) started to gather and regulate the States’ rights and obligations in their actions affecting or taking place in
outer world. The foundational stones of the international space law were built then,
as corpus juris spatialis, the fundamental law governing space activities, through the
initiatives taken by the UN. The basis of international space law consists of five international treaties which are ratified by more than 100 countries around the world
and five principles preceding them.

International Principles of Space Law
With the growing interest in space activities in the 1950s, the first action by the international community to establish basic rules regarding the conduct in space was
set forth by adopting principles. These principles relating to functioning of the international outer space law were adopted by the General Assembly of the UN. The UN’s
initial purpose in such enactment was to guide the Member States with certain principles in their space explorations. Although these principles were not international
treaties, they were confirmed in the UN General Assembly with an overwhelming
majority of the Member States, and they have been embedded in the international
treaties that were written in 1960s and 1970. Therefore, some scholars argue that
they have the status of customary international law.2
1) The "Declaration of Legal Principles": the Declaration of Legal Principles3 is
adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1963 and it underscores the fact that exploration of the outer space must be carried out only for the benefit of all humankind
on an equitable basis among all states in a peaceful manner. It is further stated that
the outer space and celestial bodies are not subject to national appropriation by
claim of sovereignty or occupation.

*Çakmak Avukatlık Ortaklığı, Beşiktaş law firm in Istanbul.
**Legal Trainee
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2) The "Broadcasting Principles": these principles4 encompass acts of the states’
conducts regarding the use of satellites for international television broadcasting. It is
stated that “principle of non-intervention” is important and each State must respect
each other’s’ right to seek, receive and impart information.
3)The "Remote Sensing Principles": this UN General Assembly Resolution5 establishes fifteen rules regarding the use of remote sensors to analyze earth’s surface from
space via the use of electromagnetic waves. These principles mainly outline that the
remote sensing activities shall be carried out for the benefit of all countries based on
equality. For this reason, states must cooperate with each other in order to enhance
the benefits from such activities.
4)The "Nuclear Power Sources" Principles: these principles6 mainly recognize the
use of nuclear power sources in outer space vehicles and their applications, provided
that their safety have been assured.
5)The "Benefits Declaration": this declaration7 underlines the importance of international cooperation in the use of outer space on an equitable and mutually acceptable
basis.

Fundamental International Treaties (the Rights and Obligations of the
States)
The UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (“UNCOPUOS”) was established in 1958, one year after the launch of Sputnik, as an ad hoc committee of the
UN with the purpose of reviewing the scope of international cooperation in peaceful
uses of outer space, oversee the implementation of the international treaties regarding space, disseminate information on outer space matters and research legal issues
that arises from the exploration of outer space.8 One year later, it was given a permanent status under UN resolution 1472 (XIV).9 When it was first established, it had
18 Member States; yet with the rise of space industry and the general interest in
space, currently the committee has 95 Member States.10 The committee played a
pivotal role in drafting the five fundamental treaties that govern the activities of
countries in outer space and currently it has the duty to oversee the implementation
of these treaties by States Parties.

1) Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (the “Outer Space Treaty”):
•

Introduction

The Outer Space Treaty is the main pillar for setting up the rules regarding the
States’ activities in outer space. It entered into force on 10 October 1967 with three
depository states: United States, United Kingdom and Soviet Union (now Russian Federation). Currently, there are 110 Parties to the Outer Space Treaty.11
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•

States’ Rights and Obligations

Firstly, the Outer Space Treaty makes it clear that the exploration and use of outer
space shall be carried out only for peaceful purposes and for the benefit and interests of all countries on Earth.12 It sets forth that neither the outer space nor the celestial bodies in space can be claimed by any Party as their own territory; with a prohibition on claims of sovereignty or occupation.13 Underlining the obligation for the
peaceful exploration of space, it forbids the Parties from placing any object carrying
nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction. Furthermore, it
prohibits the establishment of military bases and fortifications in outer space. 14 The
Treaty requires the Parties to provide assistance in case an astronaut is in distress. In
addition, it sets forth the international responsibility of the Parties for their national
activities carried out in outer space regardless of the entity being governmental or
private.15 The Treaty states that each Party that launches an object into outer space
is internationally liable in case such an activity causes damage to natural or legal
persons that are a national of another Party. Lastly, this Treaty obligates the Parties
to be guided by the principle of cooperation and mutual assistance while carrying out
activities that falls within the scope of this Treaty, and that the Parties must pay due
regard to the corresponding interests of all other Parties.
•

Current Developments

With a growing interest in the space activities in the last decade, there have been
several actions by Parties such as the establishment of space forces of military or the
possibility of mining the resources from other celestial bodies such as moon or asteroids. These acts are controversial in international space law and may be in conflict
with States’ obligations under the Outer Space Treaty.
As opposed to 1950s, the space industry nowadays has a number of private companies such as SpaceX that are conducting outer space activities and private companies
are aiming for certain commercial interest out of their acts. An important commercial opportunity is extraterrestrial mining. NASA estimates that the elements found
within the asteroids may be valued at around $700 quintillion.16 There are differing
opinions in the legal doctrine on whether the mining of the elements found in the
Moon, other planets or asteroids would infringe the Outer Space Treaty. The Treaty
states that outer space is “the province of all mankind” and that it is the “common
heritage of all mankind”. Furthermore, although the Treaty does not refer to mining,
as elaborated above, Article II states that outer space and other celestial bodies are
“not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty”. From these provisions, some scholars argue that mining of celestial bodies would violate the Treaty
since it would constitute the appropriation of celestial objects for commercial purposes, as an extension of their national sovereignty.17 On the other hand, other
scholars state that the Treaty is insufficient and ambiguous in terms of providing
clear rules on mining activities, and in the lack of a clear provision banning mining in
celestial bodies, it shall be allowed.18
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Another highly debated topic concerns the establishment of space forces in the military branches of States Parties. As mentioned above, the Outer Space Treaty prohibits the use and installation of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction in
outer space and on celestial bodies. Furthermore, Article IV of the Treaty states that
the moon and other celestial bodies can only be used for peaceful purposes only. It
further prohibits the establishment of military installations, fortifications and the
testing of any type of weapons and the conduct of military maneuvers on celestial
bodies. While some Parties argue that the establishment of military space forces is
not prohibited and that these forces can be of use for peaceful purposes, others
state that such an establishment goes against the rationale that the whole Treaty is
based on: international cooperation for peaceful purposes.19

2) The Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts
and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space (the “Rescue
Agreement”)
•

Introduction

In the years preceding this Agreement, States’ activities in space were increasing
rapidly and astronauts were being sent to outer space regularly by the United States
and the Soviet Union. Although a reasonable amount of these activities were being
conducted without any problems, in certain occasions, the missions were encountering problems. Therefore, the UN drafted the Rescue Agreement in case everything does not goes accordingly to the plan during the States’ outer space activities.
The Agreement entered into force on 3 December 1968 and currently has 98 States
Parties.20
•

States’ Rights and Obligations

Article I of the Rescue Agreement provides that in case a Party receives information
or discovers that the personnel of a spacecraft is in distress or have suffered an accident; or that a spacecraft conducts an emergency landing in their territory, the
Party shall notify the launching authority and the Secretary-General of the UN. Furthermore, Article II states that if a Party notices spacecraft personnel within their
territory after an accident or due to distress, the Party shall immediately take all
possible steps necessary to rescue them. The Agreement further requires the Parties
to take all the necessary action for the return of the spacecraft personnel to the
representatives of the launching authority. Article V of the Agreement states that
States Parties are under the obligation to provide assistance for the return of the
space objects to the launching authority. Lastly, the Agreement has provisions regarding the return of space objects that have accidentally landed in the territory of
a State Party.
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•

Current Developments

The Rescue Agreement is instrumental in providing guidance regarding how the
States Parties must act in case a spacecraft personnel or a space object lands in
their territory due to unforeseen reasons. However, this Agreement is criticized for
lacking clarity on the definitions of the subjects which are entitled for rescue.
While it regulates how States Parties shall give assistance in searching, locating and
returning the spacecraft personnel, it does not define the term ‘spacecraft personnel’. This provision is ambiguous in today’s world, since it is not clear whether the
space tourists in a spacecraft (such as the planned space trips of Virgin Galactica)
would be entitled for the guidance it would provide to astronauts.

3) The Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space
Objects (the “Liability Convention”)
•

Introduction

As the number of the objects that are sent to outer space grew in the second half of
20th century, the number of accidents of space objects also rose. Therefore, the
international community found it necessary to provide a legal avenue for compensating the damages that are caused by space objects in the territory of States Parties. The Liability Convention entered into force on 1 September 1972 and it currently has 98 States Parties.21
•

States’ Rights and Obligations

Article II of this Convention provides that the launching State is “absolutely liable”
to pay compensation for damage caused during the flight or on the surface of the
earth by a space object that is either launched from their territory. The Convention
further regulated the diplomatic and legal avenues that are required to ensure that
the compensation has been made to the damaged Party. It also provides rules regarding different scenarios where there are multiple states responsible for the
launch of a spacecraft. It is important to underline that only States can claim compensation from another State under this Convention. So, if a damage is incurred by
private persons within the territory of a State Party, they must arrange for their
country to make a claim under the Convention against the State that launched the
space object. The only claim that is made via this Convention was caused by the
crash of Soviet satellite Kosmos 954 in Canadian territory in 1978.

4) The Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space
(the “Registration Convention”)
•

Introduction

With the growing number of objects being launched to space, the international
community saw it necessary to establish a central registry on which the registration
of all space objects that are being launched into outer space would be mandatory.
Therefore, the Registration Convention was drafted by the UN and entered into
force on 15 September 1976. Currently, there are 69 States Parties to the Convent26
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Therefore, the Registration Convention was drafted by the UN and entered into
force on 15 September 1976. Currently, there are 69 States Parties to the Convent–
ion.22
•

States’ Rights and Obligations

According to Article II of this Convention, the States Parties are required to register
the space objects that are launched by them through an entry in the registry kept
by the Secretary-General of the UN. The registry aims at being able to identify the
space objects and enable the States Parties to figure out which space object has
caused damage to it or to any of its natural or legal persons. The Convention further
details the information that is required to be entered into the registry and the duties of the Secretary-General of the UN with regard to keeping this registry.

5) The Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies (the “Moon Agreement”)
•

Introduction

The main aim of developing the Moon Agreement was to ensure the developing countries and non-space powers that they would not be excluded from benefiting the resources in the celestial bodies in outer space.23 It was the first international treaty in
which the usage of resources in outer world was being regulated.24 After more than a
decade-long drafting process, the Moon Agreement entered into force on 11 July
1984. Yet, the States Parties to this Agreement is very low with only 18 countries. 25
None of the states which have engaged in self-launched spaceflight have signed or
ratified this agreement.
•

States’ Rights and Obligations

Under the Moon Agreement, Article I declares that the moon should be used to the
benefit of all states of the international community and underlines that the resources found in the moon are not subject to national appropriation. It seeks to establish a framework of laws or an international regime to govern the exploitation of
the natural resources of the moon. It requires the States Parties to inform the public and the Secretary-General of the UN in case they have discovered any natural
resources on the moon. Furthermore, Article XI states that the placement of a vehicle on the surface of the moon does not entitle the launching State a right of ownership on that area.
This Agreement has introduced two new concepts to the international space law:
firstly, it designated the moon as a “common heritage of mankind”; and secondly, it
provided a procedure for the designation of rules for using the natural resources
found in moon. However, the countries which conduct most of the space activity
have objections regarding this Agreement since they have the understanding that
the resources they obtain from space during their outer space activities become the
property of the State that obtains the material. 26 Therefore, with the lack of major
space powers as signatory to this Agreement, it does not have considerable influence on the conduct of the States regarding their activities on the moon.
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The Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment (the
“Cape Town Convention”) and the Protocol to the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment on Matters specific to Space Assets
(the “Space Protocol”)
With the rising capital of private companies, there are now a number of large international companies that are willing to use space for commercial purposes such as
space travelling, exploration or mining in celestial bodies. Therefore, while the international rules that we have mentioned up until now contain public international
law characteristic, with the modernization and the increase in privatization of spacecraft and space missions, need for establishing legislative pieces to regulate the private law part of space law became inevitable. At this point, Cape Town Convention
became prominent.
The Cape Town Convention27 is designed to regulate and facilitate the cross-border
financings of the mobile assets such as aircraft and railway rolling stock. It creates
an optional private international law regime that facilitates financing of a mobile
equipment by qualifying the equipment as an international interest, establish default
remedies for the creditors, create an international registry of international interests
for the financiers which is transparent and easy to access by electronic means, meet
the needs of the industry and increase the investment confidence of potential investors. All these facts ultimately lower the cost of financings.28
Compared with international maritime commerce and international air commerce,
outer space commerce is at an earlier stage of development. Unlike other movable
assets such a ships and airplanes, spacecraft do not have nationality 29. However, nationality for spacecraft would resolve the confusion which now prevails regarding
jurisdiction over space objects.
Moreover, the Space Protocol is the first private international law treaty on outer
space activities which was first published in 2012 with only 4 states as signatories
and is not ratified by neither of them. A clear example regarding the purpose of the
Space Protocol was given in Paul B. Larsen’s article on Berlin Space Protocol30. According to Paul B. Larsen, “A satellite operator may borrow money from a financier,
enter into contract with Boeing to build a satellite, contract with Arianespace to
launch that satellite from French Guyana, and finally may engage in the business of
remote sensing from outer space. Subsequently the operator may become insolvent
and may default on the security agreement by failure to make payments to the financier, or the satellite may be sold to another operator of a different nationality
in violation of the security agreement. The satellite operator may also seek surreptitiously to use that satellite as security for other loans, thus raising the issue of
priorities of security interests. The treaty establishes a unique international law
governing security interests in space assets based on the principle of asset-based
financing.”
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After processing the purpose of the Space Protocol, the question comes into mind
whether it is possible for creditors to exercise their remedies under the Space Protocol. The Space Protocol takes into account the physical impossibility of repossession
in two ways31:
•

Assignability of debtor’s rights: The Space Protocol recognizes the importance
of revenue streams in relation to the space asset for the creditor, and it contains detailed provisions on the assignment of debtor’s rights such as “rights to
payment or other performance due or to become due to a debtor by any person with respect to a space asset”.

•

Tracking, Telemetry and Control Enforcement mechanism: Moreover, the remedies section of the Space Protocol contains a provision on the tracking, telemetry and control (“TT&C”) of space assets, which can be found within the
command codes associated with the space asset. Article XIX of the Space Protocol allows parties to specifically agree to the placement of TT&C and related
data and materials with a third party so that the creditor may establish control
over or operate the space asset upon debtor’s default.

Once the articles of the Space Protocol are examined closely, it is undeniable that
there are countless benefits of the Space Protocol to space financing. For example,
the Space Protocol, by facilitating asset-based financings, allows actors within the
space industry to create a lower level risk for financiers. It creates a uniformed regulatory regime for the recognition and protection of security interests in space assets.
The benefit of asset-based financing is that, in the case where the debtor cannot pay
its debt to the creditor, the asset itself, or interests in the asset, may transfer to the
creditor, be it the ownership or the control of the asset. Not only facilitating the
transaction process but the Space Protocol also ensure secured finance. It provides
that by creating an international registry where interests in space assets can be recorded. The fact that the Space Protocol additionally introduces a strong set of remedies in the case of a default, may allow creditors from across the world to invest
capital in space assets.
Prior to the Space Protocol, there were no international legal framework providing
for asset-based financing within the space industry. In order to have some contribution in the development of the space industry, an efficient international regime
should be developed. The Space Protocol provides a stable and secure legal environment for transactions in space assets based on asset financing.
However, according to the UNIDROIT’s records32, today the Space Protocol to the
Cape Town Convention is not in force. Thus, there are only four states which have
signed the Space Protocol, namely Burkina Faso, Saudi Arabia, Zimbabwe, and Germany33. Since conditions regulated under Article XXXVIII of the Space Protocol, which
carries the title entry into force, are not met yet, the Space Protocol is not in force.
The reason why the Space Protocol is not in force is that, it is unlikely to be welcomed by the industry, and it is opposed by space industry organizations such as the
Satellite Industry Association (“SIA”)34. The general opinion of industry is that the
existing models and practice of space assets finance are sufficient and the Space
Protocol has added an unnecessary supra-national layer of law to the financing industry35. As it is stated in the foregoing, our position on this issue is to provide harmonization and development between the states on space asset related matters.
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Turkey’s Role
Turkey has signed and ratified all of the foregoing international agreements that are
considered as the fundamental international space laws, except for the Space Protocol of the Cape Town Convention.36 When all those international agreements are
scrutinized, it is clear that satellites, as space assets, constitutes the most important
in all legislative pieces we have examined. Satellites are basically foundational components of today’s society. They carry out communication, global positioning, space
studies and other activities. Satellites can be used for observation purposes such as
remote sensing satellites are used to study the Earth, including weather forecast,
ecological trends and ocean temperatures. According to the Union of Concerned Scientists (“UCS”), which maintains a database of active satellites in orbit, as of 1 April
2020, there were a total of 2,666 satellites in Space37, of which 1,918 were in low
Earth orbit. They also can be used for solar system and deep space studies which is
essential for physicists to understand our universe.
As of September 2020, Turkey has six active satellites in the space, orbiting the
Earth. While three of them (the Turksat satellites) are used for communication purposes, the other three are used for observational purposes.38 Turksat 3A, 4A and 4B
satellites were launched in the first half of 2010s and their main function is to emit
television signals. Turkey’s oldest actively working observation satellite is named
Rasat, which has been orbiting the Earth since 2011 and it has conducted more than
2,716 missions during the last decade, picturing an area of nearly 15 million square
kilometers. Göktürk-2 is the second satellite that is being used for observational purposes. It was launched into the space in 2012 and is mainly used for environmental,
urban, agricultural and forestry observational needs of Turkey. Lastly, Göktürk-1 was
sent to the space in 2016 and since then, it is mainly used for providing highresolution images and intelligence to the Turkish military for their operations.
In the coming years, Turkey is planning to launch four more satellites to the space.
Three of them are going to be communication satellites. The launch of Turksat 5A is
expected on 30 December 2020 by Elon Musk’s company, Space X. In addition to this,
Turksat 5B and 6A are expected to launch in 2021.39 Lastly, the fourth satellite,
named IMECE, is being planned to be used for high-resolution image capturing and
observational purposes.
Besides launching satellites, Turkey wants to be a more active player in the space
industry. For that reason, the Turkish Space Agency (“TSA”) was established with the
Presidential Decree40 in 2018. The duties of the TSA are enumerated in Article 4 of
the Decree41: Its main aims and duties are to prepare a National Space Program and
prepare long-term strategic plans in order to develop a competitive space and aviation industry. The TSA is also authorized to decide on the use of national sovereignty
rights of Turkey regarding spacecraft and space systems.
In August 2019, TSA organized a conference to prepare the National Space Program.
The program is expected to cover a long-term plan of ten (10) years regarding Turkey’s future space endeavors. According to the Director of TSA, the program includes
important emphasis on access to space within Turkey through exploration of possible
spacecraft launch sites. Furthermore, TSA is in cooperation with relevant authorities
and companies to produce and launch Turksat 6A and IMECE satellites to space by
2021.
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Conclusion
In today’s world, where the number of actors that engage in space activities increases every day, it is of the utmost importance to ensure that all actors comply with the
requirements of international space law in developing international and regional
space cooperation. For that reason, we must examine all international and domestic
legislative pieces, along with following up to date developments in the industry. As it
is stated in the foregoing, our position on this issue is to provide harmonization and
development between the states on space asset related matters.
___________________________________
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The jurisdiction clause and the consumer ’s protection
in the event of cancellation of a flight

Carla Bonacci*

Abstract
On the 18th of November 2020, the Court of Justice of European Union issued a
judgment which specified the applicability of the consumers’ protection and of the
jurisdiction clause included in the general terms and conditions of a contract.

Overview
The limitations to the possibility to travel during the peak of the Covid-19 pandemic
led to mass cancellations of flights. Since the EU Commission stated that the
measures to contain the pandemic shall be considered extraordinary circumstances 2
– as referred to in Article 5(3) of Regulation (EC) No 261/2004 3 – passengers’ difficulties to get their compensations for cancelled flights notably increased.
With regard to the compensation for cancellation of a flight it is worth highlighting
a recent CJEU judgment, which specified the applicability of the consumers’ protection and of the jurisdiction clause included in the general terms and conditions
of a contract. This judgment has been issued in Case C-519/194, Ryanair v. DelayFix,
concerning the interpretation of Article 25(1) of Regulation (EU) No 1215/20125 and
of Directive 93/13/EEC6.
Parties to the proceedings were Passenger Rights (now DelayFix), a company specialised in the recovery of claims and to which a passenger assigned his rights, and
the airline Ryanair. The dispute concerned the payment of a compensation for the
cancellation of a flight on the basis of Article 7(1) of Regulation (EC) No 261/2004.
Specifically, Passenger Rights requested the District Court for the Capital City of
Warsaw to order Ryanair to pay a sum of 250 euro for the cancellation of a flight
between Milan and Warsaw to a passenger of that flight.
Since Section 2.4 of Ryanair general terms and conditions of carriage – to which the
passenger agreed when he purchased his ticket online- provides that any subsequent
proceedings between the parties is subject to the jurisdiction of the Irish Courts,
Ryanair asserted that Polish Courts did not have jurisdiction in the case. According
to Ryanair, Passenger Rights, as the assignee of that passenger’s claim, was bound
by that clause too.
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By means of a decision of 15 February 2019, the District Court for the Capital City of
Warsaw rejected Ryanair’s plea of lack of jurisdiction. The Polish Court alleged that
the jurisdiction clause encompassed in the contract between the passenger and the
airline was unfair within the meaning of Directive 93/13 and that Passenger Rights,
as the assignee of the passenger’s claim for the cancellation of the flight, could not
be bound by such a clause.

Subsequently, Ryanair brought an appeal before the Regional Court of Warsaw asserting that as Passenger Rights was not a consumer it could not benefit from the
jurisdictional protection provided for consumer contracts. The Regional Court of
Warsaw noted that “the unfairness of a term of a contract could be established in
the context of the assessment of a claim for damages brought against a liable person by a professional party who has acquired the claim of a consumer”7. However,
the Regional Court of Warsaw asked CJEU whether, under Articles 3(1) and 6(1) of
Directive 93/13, the assignee of a consumer’s claim may also be considered as a consumer.
More specifically, the Regional Court of Warsaw asked whether the assignment to a
professional party of the consumer’s claim takes over the consumer’s rights, allowing
the professional party to rely on the EU regime of consumer protection which arises
from that Directive. The Court also asked for clarification about the application of
Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 and about the regime of the jurisdiction clauses laid
down in Article 25 and in Section 4 of Chapter II.
Firstly, CJEU stated that the concept of a jurisdiction clause must be interpreted as
an independent concept of EU law to give full effect to the principle of freedom of
choice on which Article 25(1) of Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 relies8. In particular,
according to CJEU, the fact that the contract between Ryanair and the passenger
was concluded online did not invalidate that principle.
Furthermore, Article 25(1) of Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 does not specify whether
a jurisdiction clause may bound - beyond the circle of the parties to a contract – a
third subject who is party to a subsequent contract and who is successor to the rights
and obligations of one of the parties to the initial contract.
In this case, the jurisdiction clause was not enforced against one of the parties to
the original contract in which it appears but against a third party (i.e. Passenger
Rights). However, CJEU noticed that while neither Passenger Rights agreed to be
bound to Ryanair by a jurisdiction clause, neither Ryanair consented to be bound to
that collection agency.
Based on this, CJEU specified that in order to challenge the jurisdiction of a Court to
hear an action for compensation on the basis of Regulation (EC) No 261/2004 brought
against an airline, a jurisdiction clause incorporated in the contract of carriage between a passenger and that airline cannot be enforced by the latter against a collection agency to which the passenger has assigned the claim. Only if the third party
had succeeded to an original contracting party’s rights and obligations, that third
party could be bound by a jurisdiction clause to which it had not agreed.
Regarding the relationship between Directive 93/13 and the rights of air passengers
such as those deriving from Regulation (EC) No 261/2004, CJEU stated that this Directive provides a general consumer protection that shall be applied in all sectors of
economic activity, including air transport sector.
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According to Articles 1(1) and 3(1), the Directive applies to the terms which have
not been individually negotiated and which are incorporated in contracts concluded
between a seller or a supplier and a consumer.
CJEU held that a jurisdiction clause incorporated in a contract between a consumer
and a seller or supplier, which was not subject to an individual negotiation and
which confers exclusive jurisdiction to the Courts in whose territory that seller or
supplier is based, shall be considered unfair under Article 3(1) of Directive 93/13 if,
contrary to requirement of good faith and in damage of the consumer, it causes significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations arising under the contract9.
In conclusion, the CJEU judgment clarifies that the jurisdiction clause incorporated
in the contract of carriage between a passenger and an airline cannot be enforced
by the latter against a collection agency to which the passenger has assigned the
claim, in order to challenge the jurisdiction of a Court to hear an action for compensation brought against the airline and based on Regulation (EC) No 261/2004.
This, unless the third party had succeeded to an original contracting party’s rights
and obligations in accordance with national law. In any case, a jurisdiction clause,
which was not subject to individual negotiation and which confers exclusive jurisdiction to the Courts in whose territory that seller/supplier is based, must be considered unfair if it causes imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations.
Even if it does not arise precisely from a case of cancellation of flight due to the
Covid-19 restrictions, this judgment could be considered useful to understand how
the jurisdiction clause can be enforced in the actions for the compensation to an air
passenger for the cancellation of a flight and how a professional party can act
against an airline if the passenger decides to assignee his claim, in consideration of
the difficulties that passengers are still facing in order to obtain compensations for
their cancelled flights.
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